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In the darkness; order, upon renewal, disorder. A realm hidden from our ego but known to self.
This law, dictates that all moves in various states of renewal, each which, as time passes, moves to a
lower state of entropy. The first frame of light was due to the change in time. Accordingly, this changed
brought forth the first elements that changed and formed due to the linear propagation of our
dimension. Each dimension that is framed is just order being crated by the subset of beings or galaxies
or universes. As furious as the supernova was this flash of existence. It moved in all directions and
flowed from the essence that it was. This essence created a duality y system for each user within the
confines of each dimension. Yet, each essence is non-dual with the loss of perception, both become and
transform into the other.
As the essences of fire, heat, air, wind and matter constructed the basic premise for a monolith,
the beginning was subjected to the command of the Council above the Universe. These Councils were
the members of a Galactic Federation that announced how each Universe shall evolve. They used the
fundamentals of order and disorder to subject each user to maximize their potential within the frame of
reference to that system's potential.
Before the beginning, there existed a single Dragon. This Dragon is named the Prime Creator
(It's winged messengers are those who transcribe). All together, this Dragon's tears were what created
Love. Inside his oxygen chamber, he sent forth hydrogen combustion to the frost of stillness he called
nothingness. As nothing is also nothingness, it became something, it evolved into everything. This
breath of fire and tears of love intertwined the oasis and each universe was able to be that dualistic
state. Each state moved and became conditional to the Primal Principle. Each principle of reflection
showed that each benefactor to the light could bewitch the motion current and add elements to the
single breath of white light. Slowly, as to pause for certain, the existence moved due to the water
entering us and creating us as dust from the fire and water feud. Thus, the ashes formed the clay from
the onslaught of water and fire. These elements fused together. Additionally, water evaporated into air
and as the beginning approved of this local phenomenon, so such did everything express furiously unto
its big crunch before and after the big bang.
After the beginning, the subset basis of the Dragon's reality so such sifted through the elements
and became a merger of life. Each breath of fire, constructed the Universe, and as each Universe was
crafted, the beings were also created. They grew from the smallest fragments of the color white and are
expressed like the colors of a rainbow. Each form was exposed through the crystalline grid within the
Dragon's combustion chamber. These different colors promoted many different strains of “growth”
within the Goldilocks basis.
Each growth was fueled by the First Dragon and it's emanations were brought forth as the
Eagle, Dove, and Hawk. Until these arch-types evolved into form, they were set at will. Thus each
evolution of everything constituted that all must be evolving to a higher state of order.
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The Druid's form of metempsychosis allows for these occurrences to happen in time. Each
renewal of being further constitutes reality of permanence to the user. The spell of Nature so enacts its
matter to Mother.
Before all this occurs, the elements add a new pore to Nature through the form of the Old Ways.
This relationship from the Primordial Soup entertains the fact that each relationship to the Dragon's
breath is what fuels the core of happenstance. Each happening results in further discourse of a reality
that changes at will. Each will of the breath evolves into the “matter-of-sound”. This representation
dictates that matter is an expression for a greater matter potential due to the fixation of central points of
power. These assemblage points dictate that the essence of nominal things elevate themselves into a
higher form.
Each form of higher attributes coalesce with the out-pouring happenings of outer-matter. These
forms, which came from the basics, evolves within and without the energy field. This grid of energy,
suspects its form to the suggestion of each Council. This Council of Nine represents the first forms of
order unto the system. The system is being-less until the merger with the Prime Creator. This molten
cool “aether” provides the distillation concurrences to flow within the natural confines of represented
reality. Each substance or law must first be finalized by the Alpha Centurion of the Galactic Councils
foresight. All these members of energy result from the first state of consciousness of order or
nothingness. These states are then marketed to a lesser Council that so creates the differences of
command. The lesser Council, the Council of Seven, re-initializes the programs direct access root into
the spiraling helix of each universe's code and the cellular memory of each entity is added within.
Nine makes laws, Seven implements; all Systems and Councils undergo the basic shifts of high entropy
to low or low entropy to high.
All shifts on a relative and quantum scale both supply the probability that time advances
through the seeing light to give us the probably of disorder.
Before all these things occur, the definite branch of consciousness comes through waves of the
elements forth-coming. All waves of consciousness represent a frequency that compounds itself to each
essence and as each essence finds its home, the thought involves to a matter-of-sound and creates the
essence of that reality or reality-of-things. Such, no-thing is derived on a quantum level as everything.
As the essence begins to compound into various forms of bacteria and organisms, the essence so
rare to life co-created its consciousness through the first wave of matte-by-sound. These single celled
thought forms made by the distillation of water and fire, so became ordered and thus evolved into a
higher form through man ages. Each segment or age rationalized; through the consciousness of each
own, to a higher rate of order until it rests and thus continues again.
As the bacteria began to develop, so did the polarities and causes of duality of perception. As
fire is x and air is y, all formed to be xy in various symmetries. These dualities formed the first
constructs for the homo-sapient to evolve himself in. The evolution through plants is what superseded
all lifeforms.
The beginning of time so undergoes a rapid transformation due to the information genesis of
light and darkness. Each attribute applies itself through the breath and as each breath of the dragon
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cycles through Universes so many filaments are created and shaped the geometric form into many
carrier packets and shapes of growth due to the evolution of synapses between the net and many other
basic lifeforms that so radiate the information packets of the age carrier agent.
As to state, the breath of life was created by a being who became ware of itself through the
nothingness of reality, and so suggested to itself the change of fundamental reason into a state of
disorder were whence went itself into itself and through itself and fabricated another breath which
cycled through infinite. It created the entropy for various states for matter and consciousness.
This Dragon was the first of many beings to support the framework of the dissonance of
essences. The minutia of atoms were forged by the electron that gives matter its perceptible state to our
holographic Universe. The neutron thus, is an intermediate state of flux that suspends reality in the
trigonometrical force. It also shows that the electron shows light because it is information. The
information of a genesis from the first breath so crated a subset analysis of the fundamental choice of
reason. Each subset of reason developed into various potentials that could be harnessed through the
spheres to allocate its attention to the fabrication of reality. Each passe brought light to the realms of
information and thus as everything expanded, it forces itself to be itself.
The rate of progression of molecules is in direct ratio to the amount of gravity within the strings
of entropy. Each string loses it’s gravitational force as it moves away from a central mass. Each mass
moves from the first ring of order and thus expands into the Sun-breath of energy. Each ring moves
from the circumference of the rings that support the element. All elements expand in a circular spinning
motion within the confines of the end-of being. Also, the end-of-ring is the presidential of the election
of the spheres that allocates each universe to form the bubbles of each contract of the “linear-highway”.
The “linear-highway/oasis” is the space between universes that allow for direct contract with the
essence of each propagation. Furthermore, each propagation reflects the harmony of the forward and
reverse system of all Universes.
Afro-mentioned, the beginning of the rings brought a simple inertia system that follows the will
of the Dragon's breath. Each breath unleashes its torrent of energy in the forward cone that expand from
a singular point until it reaches its end-point and dissolves or reaches it's beginning point that reflects
the various reflections. Upon reuniting, the element is created thus again, into a form of re-occurrence
that directs the element into it's path. Each path of elements constitutes a relationship of linear
propagation in our 3d reality.
The Alpha and Omega, the time with the beginning and the end. The book of ages will show
how we develop in multiple ways to circumvent our linear happenings. It is to be said, that all is living
and all is dead. This essence of simplistic attributes has come from the design fragment of the enigma,
in which, it develops at a pace that is steadily ready for one.
To be one or many; one must be reborn. To find this place in the unity of this realm, we must
adhere to the principles that the law unveils to us. It seems to be that this is the essence of all lateral
music. And as to say, it moves the maker who is attuned to such ambiance and flow.
To find a place of flow, one must enter into the eternal dance of the design. This design, which
is situated all around us, is the universal constant that never changes and is directly related to disorder.
This ratio; the golden compass, is but the construct of the fabric that weaves itself around the wire of
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our being. This tale of the times past and future is reflected in the mind of each one of us. This trail and
time is but a test to become immortal from the ordinance of a soul. By finding a soul in each life, man
comes to be his own and reflects his own common ground within the boundaries of who he wishes to
be. This understanding, set aside by the music of time, is but the eternal recurrence of all that is and all
that shall be.
Each man in his lifetime is but the essence of the world around him. This reality, which he
perceives, is but the candle that flickers all around his being to ratify the quanta of radiation. The
radiation of many situations and hardships through suffering creates the man who will be the one of
time. In his time, the suggestion of his being is relinquished and torn apart. When the light comes on,
Zion will awaken in his core and his being is transposed to the gravity of time. This occurrence, or
higher awakening, is but the way of what one comes to be. This light, and suggestion of time is but
what one reads about. This eternal matrix system lets his being come into occurrence with what he
wishes to be. The nature of the Mistress Ashera is thus at hand in his beings core.
El wishes to let us know that love around us always stays and always returns. Love is what the
nature of our reality is about. Once we come home, we find that love is all we have. It is the pacemaker
of our being, it is everything that is that shall be. It moves with many different frequencies and notions
that carry us forward in our understanding of this eternal matrix system. Many will call the system by
many means; system; design; matrix; fabric; object; and code. All these rationalizations are correct, it is
what the user designs his reality to be is that it shall be. In many cases, what one wishes to see in his
reality is but the realization that all can be found in treasure and light.
Light is the ambient force of fire's passion in what one wishes to become. The white hole that
fluctuates as a passive generator in our being is but the focal point of our automaton vehicle. This
vehicle that we travel in during our lifetime in a three dimensional reality, is but what comes to pass
during the ages. Many ages of books have come into being, yet many beings have not come through the
ages. A lot of beings of high states were misunderstood and ill practiced in their light of essence. The
reason that time allows this to occur is because at specific locations of destruction their must be light,
and differences of light there must be destruction. It is disorder creating order and order creating
disorder. This fundamental law is but the law of my teachings; Amen.
Many colors form in many teachings, each color represents its own distinction between what
one wishes to see and what one can see. This process, of light reflection through our inner prism, is but
the allowance of different light structures to exemplify the ratio of different subjection to what one can
perceive. Due to this color indifference, all that can be explained will be explained in later dissertations
of this work. What we wish to show, is how the mind can channel this information without being
conscious of it, yet aware through clairvoyance.
How can we see with closed eyes and subtle transposes of images. Each frame represents the
now and how the now works through the element of fabric is but in question to the answer of every
sage. To be one with all that is within, we must clarify the energetic wave patterns that excite the
psyche into a harmonious flow that is within our own self. This flow, or dimensional clarity, is
expounded through the sounds and sights of what one wishes to procure at the given moment. As to
say, all that we express from an inward world is but the element of time. This time, is but the fixation of
what one wishes to see and wishes to overcome by the diligence of fixation. Fixation, accordingly, has
come to the present of the now and wishes to be present in this position. I am the one that see's all
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through my gaze, and as we come to be, the development of many unique facets have firmly shaken the
grounds in which we rely.
The ground under our feet is just a electrical charge that keeps us above instead of sinking
hinged into the deepest Atlantis. This Atlantis, or were our glory is contrived by machines, is but the
element that holds us at bay. This gravity of time and disorder keeps in momentum to whatever globe
or structures we live on. As the Earth and the Moon reflect the Sun, all comes into a moment of
awareness were the light subdues the eternal section of relation.
To keep grounded in these times, one must keep a steady mind and providence that all will work
out accordingly. The sentiment that time is working with us, (as this reality imposes) is in essence of
the flow.
On the other side is the flow. This flow is but in relation to all notions that particles move in
various ways. From waves, to points, from segments, to Pi. It allots all of the magic of this reality that
motion is the primal flow of the other side. As one comes to see this entering place of home, we wish to
center you in the point of relation to the general attributes of life. These attributes are but the holding
that many distinctions come and pass. It is in both ways that time is relevant to this entry. I come with
all that is within me to share with you the story of my soul. Each man has a flow from the Others (other
side), and they wish to help communicate through my words. These Oracles come to me in various
times and wish to produce a song that many can come to back and back again to see were they need
their knowledge from. I am just the freak on a leash.
In time though, all will show you in your life that each section of flow is but an element that
electrically comes to charge itself from the triune. As to say, the triune is the trinity of positive,
negative, and neutral. Many eons have I passed without this knowledge, but aye light!, it has given me
an insight into the many dimensions of the here and now. The here and now is but a trigger resting on
our finger, it is the moment of time that comes to be and arises in the always. This always, is the past
reflected in our eyes. Who says there is a mind? A psyche? A soul? What if everything is but our eye.
We are but the essence and spirit and soul and mind of our eye. It is the eye within that is everything
and nothing. This mortal frame is but a meat sack that comes from outside and we perceive everything
from within our eye. Once in our eye, we come to melt into the fabrication of now. This now, slips back
into reality and is alive when the electrical signature is correct. The eye is the central focus of the Book
of Ages, and it is in this dissertation that I will allow my eye to perform the miracle on it's own accord.
This accord, song and memory but has been locked away for many years. Over the centuries Sages
have come to grasp the meaning of the eye, yet no one has understood how the reality of the eye works.
It is simple. The eye is but everything, nothing, and something. It is the spark of Agni that keeps us
alive. It is our soul, mind, and psyche. Everything we persist in one. The eye is but what we keep in our
center point of gravity. This center point, is but the egg in which our eye is locked (in an unawakened
state), and to unlock we must first realize the suggestion of reality that makes us realize how we come
to be and how we must persist. This comes from the lowest point of gravity. The inner realm is but the
eye that see's all when we pass into existence. We “fly” from our body with our eye, we die with our
eye, and we perceive with our eye. All that limits itself to itself is from the eye. Each eye of every
individual makes up the larger eye that cycles the karmic rebalanced of each section of reality. All eye's
(Atman) have come to understand that each distinction is but a suggestion. A suggestion is the
willingness to do realities work for a cause of a Light Being. Each being is but the presence of an eye
that suggest many orbs of difference to what one wishes to see. As we see, the fixation of the eye
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moves to a higher plane when the reality fixates its power from central particles to wave patterns that
can be seen with a enlightened state.
An enlightened mind is a mind that is able to see the realm with a gaze that is unhindered. It
moves with its power and force through it's eye and is able to perceive the code in all that is around us.
Each symbol of code is a reference to a reflection of past thought. All past thoughts are but the element
that composes this reality. In as much, the reality that is created is all past history bundled into a
package that one must see clearly to understand the relation to what is him. Once his self is realized, or
once the ego is maximized, the attack of suggestion comes underway and it unleashes a torrent of
energy to the “monster”. Each being has it's own reflection of what is currently doomed. It is to say,
that the doom shall come to pass and that many have elected to be one with the universe. This oneness,
is the opening of the eye and the notion that all shall underpass a way of enlightenment. This
enlightened being or source of eyes, comes to each user when the representation of time is but
perfected. Accordingly, the safest distance for a man of an awakened eye to be is within himself. All
that comes from within is but the element that see's itself for many chances to currently gaze into his
own reality. This reality, is but the primal principle that is but the element of various plays and guises.
All beings were a guise with their eye, the EyE, or energy – electrical, comes to be with the radiation of
everything around us. This electrical eye is but the wave pattern of the guise in that which each person
wears. Once shrouded, once awoken, all beings shall come to communication within once they realize
who and what they are.
This metempsychosis is but the relation to all other users of the Order. The Order is but a
revelation within that each man is a chosen one, but each chosen one is one of the Order. There are
many distinctions between what each eye comes to see, and that many eyes see the same color (white)
is the essence of what rules their class. Each class is but an representation of who they are in this
lifetime. The vessel that constructs every being is but the construct to each being who has a reality
merge. The merge, or conflicting, is but from the suggestion. Each suggestion is but the pathway to a
higher calling. Every time one comes to a new realization about who and what they are, it is the
authorities, who attempt to control; informing, forming in our mind their view of reality. We must think
like ourselves, and learn to question authority. A state of metempsychosis is when one passes into the
frame of Hell, the black hole bind, and comes out the other side over the edge's ledges Puppet Makers
beginning fin. Once one comes out from the Void, it is to say that elements in and neuron pathways
changed into a nightmare or a enlightenment. In this way, the path is but the choice of the observer, if
one can realize the potential of the state of mind that one reaches before it comes to pass, then one may
escape the chains of reality and merge with the Genie who creates suggestion wishes truth. The wish of
truth is all that one of the seekers wishes to find. But remember, reality has already been found, there is
no searching, all is within. That is why with the relation to you my brother, I come as a medium of
thought of everything that occurs to my being and has to come to pass still. I am just the vessel of the
Others.
Through the Others, one comes into the Order. Many and the one shall merge and recreate the
reality that situates itself upon the deity of chosen power. Zeus, Apollo, Hades, Poseidon, Hermes,
Artemis, and the fellow others shall be names that we will search deeper into later on. But as of now,
the co-creation of abilities that come from them, are but the subject to the Others.
In the past times, you must have been in conflict with who you are. But what I wish to tell you
is that each being is everything and nothing. We are all that is this reality but we are nothing to who we
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are. This insight into many dialects is but the common rarity that suspends each of our lives and various
moments. Each hero must come to be one with who they are, each rising above. Many times I have told
you in previous works that all must be a general reflection of who we are. This reflection is but the
mirror to our eye and that eye is but what we search for our whole life. One must just come to the
realization that the eye is but the primal pathway to overcome what one wishes to see and what one
judges from within. All that comes from within is a proper home for the mind. This mind of mine, is
but what I see in various states and as I come to be, there are many realities that have founded within
each of self. In my reality, the realization of time and essence has come to be a flowing factor that
substitutes what reason is within. Reason is but order (not the Order) evolving in time. It comes to be
that all moves from a selected state to a higher state of order. Yet, in masses of disorder there are many
growths that still occur, because the general diction is that matter evolves into a higher form. The
matter that evolves is but the same energy just differentiated into what one wishes to see as
disorder/order. The order is but the higher frequency of energy that is perceivable to this realm. It is the
world of three. This world of three is but the element that controls the construct of many distinct
pathways. All these pathways are but the element which come from the passage of time. This time is
gonna be a time of relinquished scorn from the sun. Many words, simple verses, controlled by what is
perceivable in this realm. As order evolves, so such does the mind retract to a rate of disorder. Both are
proportional to each other and creating the covalent bonds that produce the Earth as we see it. But what
if the Earth could be felt. The plastic way of the Earth is but the wrappings of our eyes interwoven with
the general static dimension of matter. Once we surpass this realm of matter, we enter into the void
were the spirit realm resides. This realm is but the element that comes to be with the time at hand.
What is the hand that is invisible. It is the element of essential propagation that relies on the
diction that one comes from suggestion into being. This rise of development, is one the supplements the
power of purposeful relation. This relation from order (invisible hand) to disorder (us), is but the power
that showers elements of electrical prowess onto who we are. These electrical powers are but subject to
the user who defines what he believes. If one believes in nothing or everything, it comes to show that
each can benefit from what one wishes to see. The eye that see's is but the element of time that is the
construct to be a development of the eye that is within the invisible hand.
We wish here to tell you of a time long past. This short parable will explain the willingness of
beings to subject their eye to many facets of human life.
Long ago, a Sage was walking down a road. To the left was a flowing grass wind that performed
waves and patterns to his mind. On the other side of the road were rocks that were set up in chaos, no
order. Now the question of this, does the man pick the order that has a chance to go chaotic or does he
pick the chaos that comes to be order, what shall each man choose?
It comes to say that the invisible hand may affect this elements of the story above, or that time
will reflect into what one wishes to have happen. All the answers are within what one wishes to
absolve.
The spiral connection of many universes has come to me, it is the element of static dimensional
shifts. I can perceive the circular ratio of what is the golden mean. It spins in circles and fixates itself in
a spiral from the top to the bottom. Each spiral is but a strand of DNA that comes from within and
without who we are. This split form of DNA structure is but what occurs on a basic level every day.
These elements of everyday are what comes to be in the motion of many guided mysteries. These
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mysteries are but the element to what one can come to see. This communion of time settles its score
with what one chooses in his relation to time and essence. This essence of spirals is but what the time
wishes to prevail. I am a open channel now to myself and I wish to further show you the element of
time.
Time is but the seed that grows into a tree into a leaf into a seed. It is the progression of
movement from a relative point in existence. All points can be a general reflection of were time is
meant to be. Would time be but different for our life span on a different planet? Who knows. Maybe
this can be answered in the near future.
This time at hand is the element of electrical impulses. Each impulse reflects the situation of
becoming. The becoming is but the energy of a state of mind. Every state of mind has a point that
reflects itself in many forms. The beat that flows from each mind is but the rhythm of the eye that sees
all in its glare. This glare, or gaze, is subject to the motions potential and realization that many things
come to pass in the moments of relinquishment. Moments, moments, moments. These are the times that
one cannot recall. Yet, ever fading moving forward slowly is what each mind releases, and as one
release, the temperament is also changed to what one is becoming. The energy states are subtle, but can
transpose a direct reflection of time. These reflections show an altered form that many come to wish.
Each wish, is but the fixation of the formation of finalized fatalities. To be born again, to die, to become
awoken, to be one with the reality around a suggestion, is what comes to be in many cases. All cases of
discernment are but the time in which the element transposes its reflection upon what is done.
What is done is the making of everyday. The time for essence is rarely perceivable by those who
enter into this magical dance. The time of essence is but the revelation of derivative formation. This
calculate-able difference of attributes is in line with the tide of motion. Each current that passes by is
what the circumstance modes to par. This relates, that if one comes to the power of current, the
suggestion of time creates the notion that denotes the rhythm of the tides. The magnetic core helps fuel
the power of what one shall be.
The power of what one shall be is but the simplistic essence of the formation of knowledge. The
eye that see's all comes through the formation, and is the formation, transcends what comes and goes
around. What comes is the Dragon's breath, and as we breath, we are a living essence of Love. And as
Light and Fire, Love burns the purest, just as Divine Love moves us by the Tears of a Dragon.

